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About This Game

Fortune’s Tavern – Remastered!

Remastered version includes....

Completely new musical score by the amazing Kairi Sawler.

New exterior graphics by the talented Celianna.

Improved, redesigned HUD and UI.

New and edited maps.
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'Cookery and Caravans', 'Invite the Dwarves to Dinner', 'Play the Mayor', and 'Small Gods' DLCs

AI improvements.

Script and game optimizations.

New story additions.

Every great RPG has its tavern: where heroes meet, rumours are told, quests are undertaken, and beer is supped by the
gallon… but could you manage such a place?

Jump into the role of a fantasy-world tavern keeper: where you will need to renovate an ailing tavern, chat to hundreds of unique
guests, manage a stables full of magical creatures, oversee the battle pit, hire heroes or villains to help hunt down magical tavern

items like the Mythril Spork of Fortune, and try to keep the drunken guests from trashing the place.

Even at the best of times running such a tavern is not an easy task, but these are not the best of times. War is brewing! To the
east the undead minions of the Lich Lord are stirring in response to the trade blockades imposed by the Northern Elves, and

violence is spilling over into every part of the three kingdoms.

Take part in a story that will lead you to the palaces of the great and the powerful. Is it possible that a humble tavern keeper can
save the world from itself? Perhaps even gain his tavern the royal seal of approval? More likely, like his predecessors, he will be

driven into madness, poverty, or an early grave!

Renovate and manage a dilapidated tavern.

Build bedrooms, improvements, and outbuildings like…

An arena to increase your earnings,

Cottages to house a personal hero entourage,

Shrines and statues to the Gods,

A forge to create weapons for the arena,

And stables in which to house your pets.

Hire cooks, rogues, battle-pit managers, priests, blacksmiths, and heroes.

Create a custom menu by collecting recipes.

Compete with and buy out rival taverns.

Interact with hundreds of unique guests, each with their own backstory.

Seek out rumours from guests, and hire heroes to accompany you on quests.

A real-time, action, battle system creates exciting gameplay.

Infinite quests allow for extended game time.

Adventure through an enchanted forest that only the keeper of Fortune’s tavern can navigate through, in order to:
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Hunt down new recipes to add variety to your tavern’s menu,

Look for new creature eggs to expand your pet collection,

Find treasures to enhance your tavern’s renown,

And hunt famous monsters and steal their gold!

Harness the magic of Fortune’s Tavern and cast punishing spells.

Play a game in real time with dynamic events!

An alignment system that lets you choose a side in the war sweeping the land.

Your patrons can develop grudges and fight it out in the arena

They can fall in love, and you can host their weddings.

Legendary bards, pet breeders, and demi-gods will visit your tavern.

Random events will occur depending on alignment and previous choices.

Raiders from various factions will attempt to rob your tavern.

Unused rooms can become haunted by malevolent spirits.

Watch out for infestations from rats.

Plus many more random events to keep you entertained.

Raise and breed pets using genetimagic!

Hatch eggs to find unique creatures that can fight by your side.

Merge their genetics with the magic of geneimages to create new creatures with a huge range of outcomes.

Level your pets with genetimage stones.

A non-compulsory storyline that will involve you with the highest powers in the
lands.

Get involved with a war sweeping across the lands.

Visit the Lich Lord in her desert palace or the Elven King in the lush Northlands.

Discover the lost, magical village of Greenleaf and help the mayor free her people to aid the Elven King or turn to the
darkside and kill them all to create an army of undead for the Lich Lord.

Discover the dark secret of Fortunes tavern through the many detailed books of lore scattered throughout the world, and
choose what to do with the power within.

Experience multiple endings depending on your actions.
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Title: Fortune's Tavern - Remastered
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Trevor Jones
Publisher:
Trevor Jones
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 - (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor: Dual Core CPU 2.4 gHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, Nvidia GeForce 8000, ATI Radeon HD 4800 Series

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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fortune's tavern - remastered

I couldn't even play the game when I first installed it. It kept having a blank black windowed box that housed the game and had
another small dialogue box in front of it that said Script is Hanging.

I was able to sort of play it after uninstalling and reinstalling it. It let me go to the title screen but when I chose New Game and
wanted to watch the intro it did the same thing. If I chose to skip the intro it went into the game but the movement was really
choppy for a remastered game.

At that point, I uninstalled it and asked for a refund.. Overall: THIS GAME IS A SCAM. They re-release the same game over
and over every time it gets too many negitive reviews.

My review:

I LOVE everything about the *idea* of this game... It is exactly the sort of game I could play for hours. The graphics are cute,
there are fun critters to play with, and you get a bit of a simulation game that can develop to be more customly complex as you
play more.

It however does not live up to that and it has a dark, greedy secret:

This is a remastered version of a game that is being given out to people for free who had the old version. You may wonder why
it is being given out for free instead of just updating the old one... this is so that they can HIDE the previous bad reviews talking
about how buggy the original was!

Those bugs have NOT gone away!

...it is incredibly laggy with other bugs such as not launching (see the forums,) with no replies from the maker at all.

IT GETS WORSE!

This is at minimum, their FOURTH time releasing this game with little to no improvements (definately 0 bug fixes) each and
every time!

Previous re-releases went under the names:
Fayre Trade: Cookery and Caravans
- see the DLC for it, it's the exact same game
Moonstone Tavern
- Same game with some minor changes, still buggy
The original Fortune's Tavern

the "bug fixes" for the pervious releases of this game do not work... for the previous four releases, or this release.

I will check back on this game in a few months HOPING that this shady SCAM OF A GAME has been apologized for and that
the bugs are fixed... it would be so much fun to play if it worked and wasn't atrociously hiding bad reviews to make money off
of an already reported broken product.

In the meantime I have reported this scam to Steam so they can look into the shady actions of this developer. I have never done
that before, but this time it is the right thing to do :(. Riddled with bugs, unbalanced & clunky combat gameplay, no options
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menu, etc. - do not buy.

This is not a remaster - it's an Early Access game & should be labeled as such.. looking at the video it looked like a great game
who wouldn't want to run a tavern but it took me a few hours to get it to work and once it did it was slow and laging which was
upsetting I'm very much hoping that there will be an update so its playable becuse right now it's wanting. It's not to expensive to
get and on the off chance they do update it I suggest getting it.but for now I would have to suggest not getting it in hope that if
there's fair amount of negative reviews the maker will fix it. There are a lot of glitches and issues that make the gameplay feel
clunky at best and at times downright impossible, which is really disappointing because the idea behind the game is great. If this
were a beta I'd highly recommend it, but as a finished product it's a mess. I've had to exit out of the game and restart it
repeatedly because of bugs.
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